Walk No. 3
From the tree,cross the road to the Cross Keys Inn, then walk along the
pavement towards Richmond. At the bottom of Runs Bank just past the last
house, go through a stone stile by the fingerpost on the your right. Keep
strictly to the path in front of Wrens Cottage, a newly converted property and
go through the next stone stile. Then, ignoring the stile in the bottom right
hand corner leading to Mill Lane, head diagonally up the field to another stile
half way up the wall/hedge ahead, to the left of the gate. Forward across the
field until you reach a five bar gate, ignore the stone stile into the lower field.
(Note this spot for your return).
Take the path through the gate into the upper field, cross diagonally to a stile
in the middle of the wall above, then once through turn right across a narrow
field to a stone stile in the top right hand corner. Through this stile turn right
and continue for about 200 metres across this field to a small wall corner, then
you will see the a wooden stile about 50 metres in front. From here head
diagonally across the field (note the Medieval terraces, called ‘Lynchets’ )
towards a Copse ( about 500 metres). Cross the stile at the bottom of the
woods. Go up the hill through the woods on a faint footpath up to exit by
another wooden stile. Turn left for about 50 metres then turn right across the
field for about 200 metres to a fence corner, by a tree. Cross over a ditch, turn
left and walk alongside the gill until you reach a gate in the corner. Cross the
next field diagonally to a stile halfway up the wall opposite, then straight
ahead over the last field, veering slightly to your right, to exit through a stone
stile onto Barden Lane.

From the stile at Barden Lane, turn right for about 400 metres. Where Barden
Lane curves to the left, follow the sign pointing down the hill onto a bridleway.
After about 300 metres turn right along a farm road to Friar Ings. A few metres
along climb the waymarked stile to the right of the farm road to enter the
adjoining field and walk forwards to a wooden stile to exit by the side of the
barn. Cross two fields (this can be a bit boggy) over wooden stiles on the
North side of the farm buildings to the side of the beck. Cross the beck and
keep forward along the bottom of the field to a stone stile. Straight ahead to
another stile in the wall just above a barn, then drop down past a pond on
your left to a gate and then a stile, passing a tree plantation on your right.
Cross the middle of the next field to a stone stile then across the top edge of
the next two fields through stone stiles to the point where you rejoin the
footpath you started on. From here retrace your steps through three fields to
the foot of Runs Bank and back through the village to the green.

